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Abstract

This bibliography records books and articles on \TeX, METAFONT, \WEB, fonts, typography, indexing, and software related to these topics. ISBN and ISSN numbers are given, where available. A few troff-related items are included because of their strong overlap with \TeX issues.
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[Ala93] Abass Alamnehe. eLaTeX: Document Preparation Guide. EthiO Systems Co., P.O. Box 36921, Houston, TX 77236, USA, 1993. xvi + 230 pp. This book is typeset in eLaTeX, an Ethiopic-based version of LaTeX, and is entirely in the Amharic language, including many of the control sequences.
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[BB85] Lloyd Botway and Chris Biemesderfer. \LaTeX Command Summary (\TeX 1.3, \LaTeX 2.08). Prepared for the Space Telescope Institute, Baltimore, MD; reprinted with permission and distributed by TUG, 1985.


[Bec91a] Claudio Beccari. \LaTeX—Guida a un sistema di editoria elettronica. Editore Ulrico Hoepli, Ulrico Hoepli Editore S.p.A., via Hoepli 5, 20121 Milano, Italy, 1991. ISBN 88-203-1931-4. ix + 399 pp. [From the author]: The book is the first and only one in Italian at this moment [18-Nov-1991]. Although it contains an introductory chapter for the beginner, its main purpose is to give the reader advanced information on \LaTeX (and partially on \TeX) in order to prepare sophisticated macros, style files, and to make a clever use of fonts. Here is a reduced table of contents (translated to English): Chapter 1 - Introduction

2 - Introductory \LaTeX
3 - General commands for text mode
4 - Mathematical commands
5 - Environments
6 - Figures and tables
7 - Macros
8 - Typical documents and style files
9 - Fonts

Appendix A - \TeX Users Group
B - Keyboards
C - Font tables
D - Hyphenation patterns for Italian

Bibliography
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The publisher received camera-
ready pages that were prepared by the author with a 300-dpi laser printer. The page style dimensions were suitably enlarged while the photo plates were reduced so as to minimize the granulosity of the signs. In practice the book was prepared with 12pt option and reduced by the photographic ratio of 0.8 so that the final real font size is 9.6pt. The whole book was prepared with the standard Computer Roman fonts on purpose in order to show the potential user what he can get with a standard \texttt{tex} kit. The simple pictures were prepared with the “picture” environment. The cover and the title page were designed by a graphic expert of the publishing company.

Claudio Beccari. \textit{La tesi di laurea scientifica—Con note per la composizione in \LaTeX{}—disco MS-DOS da 5.25in contenente macroistruzioni di stile}. Editori Ulrico Hoepli, Ulrico Hoepli Editore S.p.A., via Hoepli 5, 20121 Milano, Italy, 1991. ISBN 88-203-1932-2. vii + 116 pp. The book was typeset by the author and printed with a laser printer having a resolution of 300 dpi. The pages were then photographically reduced by a factor of 0.8 to the final size. The fonts used are those of the standard \texttt{tex} set, that is Computer Modern, with a default normal size of 12pt that the photographic reduction made equivalent to approximately 10pt. The book is a set of instructions for the preparation of the thesis (Master and PhD levels) according to the Italian State Universities regulations; it deals mostly with literary style but it also includes extensive tables of scientific symbols and nomenclature and many references to Standards regulations. The final chapter deal with the typesetting of the thesis with a \LaTeX{} style, \texttt{TOPTESI}, whose source is recorded in a floppy disk that comes with the book.

Nelson H. F. Beebe. \textit{A \TeX{} DVI Driver Family — (Revision 2.07)}. University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA, April 1987.
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[Bor92a] Arvind Borde. \TeX by Example. Academic Press, New York, NY, USA, 1992. ISBN 0-12-117650-9. xiv + 169 pp. LCCN Z253.4.T47 B67 1992. This book was designed by the author, with some assistance from the production department of Academic Press, Boston. The covers were done by the publisher. It was typeset by the author using Plain \TeX plus specially written macros. The code for all macros used for the book are reproduced in it so that the book itself contains all the information—page layout specifications, fonts used, and so on—about its own typesetting. Over half the book consists of \TeX input and output shown side-by-side, providing an explicit example of how a part of the book was typeset. The Academic Press logo on page iii, the cataloging-in-publication data on page iv, and the diagrams on page 33 were pasted in place by the production department of Academic Press. The diagrams were drawn using \LaTeX. Sample printouts of pages were made on various laser printers. When everything seemed satisfactory, the dvi files were copied onto IBM diskettes and were mailed to Academic Press, and from them to the American Mathematical Society. The final copy was produced by the A.M.S. using an APS micro-5 phototypesetter. All fonts used in the book are from the Computer Modern family. Parts of the covers of the book, inside and outside, were done in \TeX by the author (the code for this is not included in the book). The outside cover was designed by Camille Pecoul of Academic Press and produced at Allison Associates in Boston. The font used for the title (on the covers) is Meridien. The background pattern was obtained by shooting a handmade marble paper as a black-and-white halftone and then overprinting with the Pantone Matching System (PMS). The placement of material on the cover was done by hand by Ms. Pecoul using a mechanical board. The drop shadow effect was done at Allison Associates.
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Cahiers GUTenberg, 1988-.

**Casti:NAMS-38-2-105**

John L. Casti. VTeX typesetting package. *Notices of the American
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[CH88] Pehong Chen and Michael A. Harrison. Automating index preparation. Technical Report 87/347, Computer Science Division, University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA, March 1987. This is an expanded version of [CH87].

[CH87] Pehong Chen and Michael A. Harrison. Index preparation and processing. Software—Practice and Experience, 19(9):897–915, September 1988. The \LaTeX text of this paper is included in the makeindex software distribution.


[Chu92] P. T. Church. Using workshops to teach \TeX. Notices of the American Mathematical Society, 39(8):842, October 1992. \ams-\TeX input for two workshop handouts may be obtained by anonymous ftp from syr.edu in the directory /math/papers.


[com ] comp.text.tex, 1989–. This is an unmoderated Usenet discussion list about TeX.
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[Dés84b] Jacques Désarménien. La division par ordinateur des mots français avec le logiciel TEx. In How to run TEx in French, pages 19–42. Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA, 1984.
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[FPR84] Dominique Foata, Jean-Jacques Pansiot, and Yves Roy. \textit{STRATECG—un logiciel traitement de textes mathématiques en amont de \TeX (ver.0.93)}. Laboratoire de Typographie Informatique, Univer-
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[Gur94a] Eitan M. Gurari. \TeX{} and \textit{\LaTeX}:
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the colloquium, each paper is followed by a summary of the discussion about that paper.

Hershey:TR-2339


Hershey:TN-K-27-70


Hershey:CGIP-1-373


Hershey:ACT81


Hobby:STAN-CS-83-974


Higham:HWM93

[Hig93] Nicholas J. Higham. Handbook of Writing for the Mathematical Sciences. Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Philadelphia, PA, USA, June 1993. ISBN 0-89871-314-5. xii + 241 pp. LCCN QA42.H54 1993. US$21.50. [From the publisher]: Having trouble with your latest math paper? Giving a presentation that you just can’t pull together? Struggling with your thesis or trying to get your first article published in a technical journal? Handbook of Writing for the Mathematical Sciences is the book for you! This handy volume provides information on virtually every issue you will face when writing a technical paper or talk, from choosing the right journal to handling your references. You’ll also get an overview of the entire publication process—invaluable for anyone hoping to publish in a technical journal. To write a truly impressive paper, you’ll need to understand the anatomy of a research paper and the steps involved in revising a draft. This book offers discussions of these fundamental topics, along with illustrative and provocative examples. Also included are chapters on standard English usage, using computers for writing and research, and writing technical material when English is a foreign language. This handbook provides much-needed advice on handling the basic ingredients of a research paper, like definitions, theorems, examples, and equations. In addition, appendices provide essential reference material, including
summaries of \LaTeX symbols and Emacs commands, addresses of mathematical societies, and a list of papers that have won expository writing prizes. This book is ideal for graduate students and teachers. Among its special features:

- Detail and extensive use of examples make it an excellent teaching tool
- Discusses \TeX and other software tools for preparing publications
- Thorough treatment, with examples, of how to write slides (transparencies) for a mathematical talk.
- Comprehensive index and extensive bibliography make it an excellent reference
- Readable for everyone in the field—from undergraduates to seasoned professionals

Contents
Preface;
Chapter 1: General Principles;
Chapter 2: Writer’s Tools and Recommended Reading;
Chapter 3: Mathematical Writing;
Chapter 4: English Usage;
Chapter 5: When English is a Foreign Language;
Chapter 6: Writing a Paper;
Chapter 7: Revising a Draft;
Chapter 8: Publishing a Paper;
Chapter 9: Writing a Talk;
Chapter 10: Computer Aids for Writing and Research;
Appendix A: The Greek Alphabet;
Appendix B: Summary of \TeX and \LaTeX Symbols;
Appendix C: GNU Emacs—The Sixty+ Most Useful Commands;
Appendix D: Mathematical Organizations in the UK and USA;
Appendix E: Winners of Prizes for Expository Writing;
Appendix F: Glossary;
Bibliography;
Index.

About the Author:
Nicholas J. Higham is a Reader in Mathematics at the University of Manchester, UK. He is the author of more than 40 publications and is a member of the editorial board of the SIAM Journal on Matrix Analysis and Applications.
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IKARUS for Typefaces in Digital Form. URW Unternehmensberatung Karow Rubow Weber GMBH, Hamburg, Germany, 1983.
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Peter Karow. Digitale Schriften, Darstellung und Formate, Geleitwort von Hermann Zapf (Digital Fonts, Representation and Formats, Forward by Hermann
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*K\TeXhax*, 90(11 and 12), January 1990.
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[KW90] Donald E. Knuth and Joe Weening. New \TeX/METAfont
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sources available on Stanford’s master archive. \TeXhax, 90(13), January 1990.
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Michael J. S. Levine. A \LaTeX graphics routine for drawing feynman diagrams. Computer Physics Communications, 58(1 and 2):181–198, February/March 1990. Available in the CPC library, and from listral@ib.rl.ac.uk with an e-mail request GET CPC INTRO CPCINDEX.
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Jiarong Li. Generation of Some Chinese Characters with Meta-
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Licha:A92

Michaela Lichá and Oldřich Ulrych. A\textsc{amstex} verze 2.1. Czechoslovak \TeX Users Group, CSTUG MÚ UK, Sokolovská 83, 186 00 Praha 8, The Czech Republic, 1992. 80 pp. This publication provides a short (but complete) tour through \textsc{amstex} 2.1 together with \texttt{amsptsty} 2.1. Almost all features are demonstrated with a lot of examples. The book is organized in such a way that it is useful for novices (basic textbook), and for advanced users (quick reference guide) as well. Contains a table of all symbols.
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Mark A. Linton, John M. Vis-sides, and Paul R. Calder. Composing user interfaces with inter-views. IEEE Computer, 22(2):8–22, February 1989. From Computing Reviews: “InterViews objects are combined through a model similar to the boxes and glues in Knuth’s \TeX, which allows interface objects to be combined with little concern for undesired interactions.”.
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Milne:NAMS-37-8-1018
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[Mil92] J. S. Milne. Three scientific word processors. *Notices of the American Mathematical Society*, 39(8):838–840, October 1992. The word processors ChiWriter 4.02, Leo 1.4, and Scientific Word 1.0 are discussed in terms of ease of use, effectiveness in producing \TeX\ code, and other features of interest to users who require \TeX\ output but do not wish to use \TeX\ directly.
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[Mor93] Richard Morin. Tangled up in \TeX. *SunExpert Magazine*, 4(10):42–46, October 1993. A brief review of \TeX\ support, including the Comprehensive \TeX\ Archive Network (CTAN), the \TeX\ Users Group, and several books on \TeX.
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B. V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1990. In addition to the papers presented at the colloquium, each paper is followed by a summary of the discussion about that paper.

**Naiman:UGI91**

Avi Naiman. The Use of Grayscale for Improved Character Presentation. PhD thesis, University of Toronto, ATTN: Technical Reports, Computer Systems Research Institute, University of Toronto, 6 King's College Road, Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1, CANADA, Tel: (416) 978-8751. The cost is CDN$16 if inside Canada, US$16 if outside. Avi’s e-mail address is avicvs.rochester.edu, 1991. Technical report CSRI-253.
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Nederlandstalige \TeX gebruikersgroep, 1989-. Journal of the NTG (Dutch-speaking \TeX Users Group).
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**Partl:HTL89**

Hubert Partl. How to make \TeX and \LaTeX international. In Nadrchal [Nad90], pages 190–200. Invited paper.

**Pawlowski:LTL93**

Wieslaw Pawlowski. \LaTeX, czyli \TeX dla ludzi. broszura z kon-
ferencji członków GUSTu, Ba-
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[PH92] Nico Popperlier and Amy Hendrickson. Book reviews. *Neder-
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**Popperlier:TB13-2-182**

[Pop92] Nico Popperlier. Book reviews: Jane Hahn, *\LaTeX\* for Every-

**Wood:plj**
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[PSH93] Hubert Partl, Elis. Schlegl, and Irene Hyna. Una descripción de \LaTeX, 1993. Spanish translation by Tomas Bautista of German introduction to \LaTeX, \LaTeX\*Kurzbeschreibung. Includes material on the spanisch style option. Available in Spain from ftp.eunet.es (also known as goya.uu.es) in the directory info/unix/text/\TeX/spanish/tutorial, as well as from the main \TeX\ archives.
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[RKM88] Mary B. Rosson, Wendy Kellogg, and Susanne Maass. The de-
signer as user: building requirements for design tools from design practice. *Communications
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of the Association for Computing Machinery, 31(11):1288–1298, November 1988. From Computing Reviews: “InterViews objects are combined through a model similar to the boxes and glues in Knuth’s TeX, which allows interface objects to be combined with little concern for undesired interactions.”
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Arthur Samuel. First grade \TeX. A beginner’s \TeX\ manual. Technical Report STAN-CS-83-985, Stanford University, November 1983. Also published by TUG as \TeX\niques No. 11.
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[Sou85a] Richard Southall. *METAFONT and the problem of type design*. In André [And85], pages 133–145.
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TEXEURO

[TEX a] *TeX-euro*, 1989—. This is an unmoderated discussion list for *TeX* with emphasis on European issues. To subscribe, send a request with the text subscribe tex-euro to listserv@dhdurz1.bitnet.

TEXHAX

[TEX b] *TeXhax*, 1987—. This is a TUG-supported moderated electronic mailing list. To subscribe, send a request to texhax-request@june.cs.washington.edu.
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[TEX c] Malcolm Clark, editor. *TeXline*, 1987—. ISSN 0961-3978. This is an informal newsletter of the *TeX* community.
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[TEX d] *TeXmag*, 1988—. This is an electronic magazine with articles about *TeX*. To subscribe, send a request with the text subscribe texmag-l to listserv@vm.byu.edu.
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From Computing Reviews: “The volume under review deals with (among others) WordPerfect, SuperCalc 4, and the unusual Microsoft Rich Text Format (RTF). RTF has the distinction of being entirely readable ASCII and is reminiscent of TeX command format.” Conversion software from RTF to LaTeX written by Daniel Taupin is available from major TeX archive sites.
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UK£13. Bibliography, many examples and illustrations, index.
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